Estimate a double sum.
We can evaluate double sums by using the sum key with a function that itself calls the sum function. Here
we make a table (using the sum key as a loop control) of partial sums and then extrapolate using the Aitken
acceleration formula. So this example uses recursive calls to the sum function — a sum within a sum within
a sum (a bit like the movie Inception).
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We will do partial sums with j = 1, 2, 3, ..., 2n , and k = 1, 2, 3, ..., 2n :
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Convergence will be slow, since for a given n the total number of terms in the partial sum will be 2n 2n = 4n .
For n = 11 we will be adding only 211 = 2048 terms in each individual j sum, so there will not be much
accuracy. But the total number of terms in S11 is 411 = 4,194,304, so n = 11 will take a long time to
compute.
Choosing a geometric sequence, 21 , 22 , 23 , . . . for the number of terms in the j and k sums is not the only
possible option. Sometimes an arithmetic sequence like 100, 200, 300, . . . might make the subsequent Aitken
acceleration more effective, depending on the problem we are trying to solve. Here, trying both options
shows the geometric sequence is better.
Compute S1 , S2 , . . . , S11 and store the 11 values in registers so Aitken acceleration can then be used to try
to increase the accuracy of our estimate for S.
f 0: 3, yx , 2, rcl, x2 , +, 1/x
f 1: 2, sto, 1, enter, 2, enter, 3, rcl, yx , 1, enter, 0, sum
f 2: 3, sto, 1, enter, 2, enter, 3, rcl, yx , 1, enter, 1, sum, 3, rcl, 20, +, sto
f 3: 1, enter, 11, enter, 1, enter, 2, sum
f 0 takes its input, j, cubes it, gets register 2, k, squares it, adds, and inverts:

1/(j 3 + k 2 )

f 1 stores its input, k, in register 2, then sets up the arguments to the sum key:
j from 1 to 2n by steps of 1, sum function 0. (n is in register 3)
f 2 stores its input, n, in register 3, then sets up the arguments to the sum key:
k from 1 to 2n by steps of 1, sum function 1.
After the sum, store the result in register 20 + n.
f 3 uses the sum key as a loop for n = 1 to 11. This calls f 2 to compute Sn and save the result.
After running f 3, the 11 values S1 , S2 , . . . , S11 will be stored in registers 21, 22, . . . , 31.
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Some care is needed when defining functions like those above. The “enter” key is used to indicate the end
of each number whenever the next item will also be a number. It is not needed when the next item is a
command, like “rcl” or “sum”. In the function definition, commas separate the numbers, so an “enter”
between two numbers is not part of the function definition, and f 3 is shown as
f 3: 1,11,1,2,sum
The main pitfall is changing screens while defining a function. The act of typing “7, func” before the “sum”
key will disable the deleting of the “enter” after the 2. This would leave the function definition as:
f 3: 1,11,1,2,ent,sum
That would put 11, 1, 2, 2 on the stack and cause the wrong result to be returned from sum.
Ways to avoid this error include changing screens before starting the function definition,
3, prog, 7, func, 1, enter, 11, enter, 1, enter, 2, sum, 6, func, end
or deleting the “ent” at the end, when going back to screen 6 to end the function definition. When defining
functions, it is rare to need an enter command in the final displayed version of the function.
f 3 will make over 4 million function calls, so we will extend the maximum time allowed to 10 minutes.
600, time, 3, fn
Looking at the 11 partial sums in registers 21, 22, . . . , 31 shows
0.894444444444444444444444444444
1.329053239770864281746232693276
1.735754135770537955696670108364
...
3.055057800606103366971821393841
3.148514381991497694818720532139
3.222726712017357532830526790014
All that work has not given us much accuracy. We might be able to say S is between 3 and 4, but we can’t
be confident of the second significant digit.
Next, let’s try some Aitken acceleration on this list of numbers. Define a general version of Aitken’s formula
that will take as input a list of n numbers beginning with register a, and will return as output a list of n − 2
numbers beginning with register b.
f 4: 13, rcl, 12, rcl, −, x2 , 13, rcl, 12, rcl, 2, *, −, 11, rcl, +, /, chs, 13, rcl, +
f 5: 14, sto, rcl, 11, sto, 14, rcl, 1, +, rcl, 12, sto, 14, rcl, 2, +, rcl, 13, sto, 4, fn
f 6: 15, sto, 17, rcl, +, 5, fn , 15, rcl, 18, rcl, +, sto
f 7: 18, sto, roll, 17, sto, roll, 16, sto, 0, x↔y, 3, −, 1, enter, 6, sum
f 4 computes the basic Aitken formula on the 3 numbers in registers 11, 12, 13.
xn+2 −

(xn+2 − xn+1 )2
,
xn+2 − 2 xn+1 + xn

where xn is register 11, xn+1 is register 12, xn+2 is register 13.
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f 5 uses its input as the register number of xn and applies Aitken’s formula to the next 3 numbers.
It stores its input in register 14, then moves the 3 numbers starting with the register indexed by
register 14 to registers 11, 12, 13 and calls f 4 to get the Aitken value.
f 6 is called by the general Aitken function. Its stores its input, k, in register 15, then computes the starting
location, a + k, of the 3 registers used in f 5. After calling f 5, the result is stored in location b + k.
f 7 is the general Aitken function. Its 3 inputs are n, a, b, which it stores in registers 16, 17, 18.
It uses the sum function to loop k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 3 with sum calling f 6.
Now use f 7 to apply Aitken to the 11 values starting in register 21 and put the results into 9 registers
beginning with register 41.
11, enter, 21, enter, 41, enter, 7, fn
Looking at those 9 values in registers 41, 42, ..., 49 shows:
7.662592873088799125611436539722
4.193364341327199575443003040526
3.708881639676425044742046345156
...
3.511988108217907602269316966406
3.509774005321595737061042687821
3.508914510387517721511405139840
The last two values now agree to 3 significant digits.
We can try another f 7 to apply Aitken to the 9 values starting in register 41 and put the results into 7
registers beginning with register 51.
9, enter, 41, enter, 51, enter, 7, fn
Looking at the 7 values in registers 51, 52, ..., 57 shows:
3.630240609063068592736599145039
3.527132433023607388485558816581
3.512030054443020941743352359530
3.509160443996320162745622878039
3.508542835384436018043021278614
3.508402094736892586850405298384
3.508369163274329674961947510632
The last two values now agree to 5 significant digits, so try another f 7 to apply Aitken to the 7 values starting
in register 51 and put the results into 5 registers beginning with register 61.
7, enter, 51, enter, 61, enter, 7, fn
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The 5 values in registers 61, 62, ..., 65 are:
3.509438386105512389688328033866
3.508487279588584548193835675364
3.508373457015566030746064564328
3.508360557180688052385133156620
3.508359104008723238657482983911
The last two values agree to 6 significant digits, so try another f 7 to apply Aitken to the 5 values starting
in register 61 and put the results into 3 registers beginning with register 71.
5, enter, 61, enter, 71, enter, 7, fn
The 3 values in registers 71, 72, 73 are:
3.508357983676774813228286576707
3.508358908337791544958639800815
3.508358919526243467898660445997
The last two values agree to 8 significant digits, so try another f 7 to apply Aitken to the 3 values starting
in register 71 and put the result into register 81.
3, enter, 71, enter, 81, enter, 7, fn
The value in register 81 is:
3.508358919663282566011194833986
The last two values above and this one all agree to about 8 significant digits: 3.5083589
There is no guarantee when doing extrapolation, but the general agreement of all the numbers from the
various Aitken steps and the gradual increase in apparent accuracy makes it seem likely that we have found
the value of S to about 8 digits.
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